Identification and Characterization of Influenza Virus Entry Inhibitors through Dual Myxovirus High-Throughput Screening
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ABSTRACT

Influenza A virus (IAV) infections cause major morbidity and mortality, generating an urgent need for novel antiviral therapeutics. We recently established a dual myxovirus high-throughput screening protocol that combines a fully replication-competent IAV-WSN strain and a respiratory syncytial virus reporter strain for the simultaneous identification of IAV-specific, paramyxovirus-specific, and broad-spectrum inhibitors. In the present study, this protocol was applied to a screening campaign to assess a diverse chemical library with over 142,000 entries. Focusing on IAV-specific hits, we obtained a hit rate of 0.03% after cytotoxicity testing and counterscreening. Three chemically distinct hit classes with nanomolar potency and favorable cytotoxicity profiles were selected. Time-of-addition, minigenome, and viral entry studies demonstrated that these classes block hemagglutinin (HA)-mediated membrane fusion. Antiviral activity extends to an isolate from the 2009 pandemic and, in one case, another group 1 subtype. Target identification through biolayer interferometry confirmed binding of all hit compounds to HA. Resistance profiling revealed two distinct escape mechanisms: primary resistance, associated with reduced compound binding, and secondary resistance, associated with unaltered binding. Secondary resistance was mediated, unusually, through two different pairs of cooperative mutations, each combining a mutation eliminating the membrane-proximal stalk N-glycan with a membrane-distal change in HA1 or HA2. Chemical synthesis of an analog library combined with in silico docking extracted a docking pose for the hit classes. Chemical interrogation spotlights IAV HA as a major druggable target for small-molecule inhibition. Our study identifies novel chemical scaffolds with high developmental potential, outlines diverse routes of IAV escape from entry inhibition, and establishes a path toward structure-aided lead development.

IMPORTANCE

This study is one of the first to apply a fully replication-competent third-generation IAV reporter strain to a large-scale high-throughput screen (HTS) drug discovery campaign, allowing multicycle infection and screening in physiologically relevant human respiratory cells. A large number of potential druggable targets was thus chemically interrogated, but mechanistic characterization, positive target identification, and resistance profiling demonstrated that three chemically promising and structurally distinct hit classes selected for further analysis all block HA-mediated membrane fusion. Viral escape from inhibition could be achieved through primary and secondary resistance mechanisms. In silico docking predicted compound binding to a microdomain located at the membrane-distal site of the prefusion HA stalk that was also previously suggested as a target site for chemically unrelated HA inhibitors. This study identifies an unexpected chemodominance of the HA stalk microdomain for small-molecule inhibitors in IAV inhibitor screening campaigns and highlights a novel mechanism of cooperative resistance to IAV entry blockers.

Influenza viruses are members of the Orthomyxoviridae family and are responsible for major morbidity and mortality worldwide (1). Influenza A viruses (IAVs) have caused four recorded pandemics, the most devastating of which was the 1918 Spanish flu (H1N1) outbreak, which resulted in over 40 million deaths (2). This was followed by outbreaks of Asian flu (H2N2) in 1957, Hong Kong flu (H3N2) in 1968, and, most recently, swine-origin H1N1 pandemic flu in 2009 (3–5). Even in nonpandemic years, influenza virus infections are estimated to cause approximately 30,000 deaths in the United States alone (6). Two factors predominantly drive the morbidity and high mortality rates associated with influenza virus infections: first, the effectiveness of current influenza vaccines is moderate and particularly low in the elderly (7), and second, the efficacy of licensed antivirals is controversially discussed (8) and is further compromised by an increasing frequency of preexisting resistance in circulating virus strains (9–11).

For the past 10 influenza seasons, average vaccination effectiveness was calculated to be 40.6% (http://www.cdc.gov/flu/professionals/vaccination/effectiveness-studies.htm) but was substantially lower in years in which the seasonal vaccine did not fully match the circulating virus strains (12). In the case of newly
emerging pandemic strains, low production response rates for the egg-grown vaccine stock can further aggravate the problem through temporary vaccine shortages (13).

Two classes of influenza virus-specific antivirals have received FDA approval for clinical use against influenza virus infection in the United States: inhibitors of the viral neuraminidase and blockers of the viral M2 ion channel. In addition, favipiravir (14), a substrate analog polymerase blocker with a broad RNA virus indication spectrum, is approved in Japan for the treatment of influenza when other drugs are ineffective. The neuraminidase inhibitors, such as oseltamivir and zanamivir, prevent release of newly assembled virions from the host cell surface (15, 16), whereas the adamantanes, such as amantadine and rimantadine, prevent uncoating of the incoming virus particle by blocking the M2 ion channel (17). However, clinical use of the adamantanes is no longer recommended due to widespread resistance to M2 channel blockers in circulating virus strains (18, 19). Furthermore, the emergence of preexisting resistance likewise increasingly compromises the efficacy of the neuraminidase inhibitors, as experienced, for instance, during the 2009 swine-origin H1N1 pandemic (11, 20–23). Since these resistant strains do not show significant attenuation (23–25), an urgent and unmet clinical need exists for the development of mechanistically novel classes of influenza virus inhibitors.

Propelled by the advent of modern genomics, proteomics, and bioinformatics, efforts to identify novel medicines since the 1990s have increasingly centered on hypothesis-driven target-based drug discovery (TDD) approaches (26, 27). In the search for novel influenza virus inhibitors, for instance, several genome-wide small interfering RNA (siRNA) screens reported a decade ago aimed to identify host factors required for virus replication as a starting point for TDD campaigns for host-directed antivirals (28). However, despite this shift in the industry toward target-based approaches and the commitment of major resources, the impact of TDD on the identification of first-in-class medicines remains below expectations. The majority of small-molecule drugs approved in recent years originated from empirical phenotypic drug discovery (PDD) campaigns (26, 27), resulting in a PDD renaissance for the development of novel drugs.

PDD anti-influenza virus high-throughput screening (HTS) campaigns have traditionally relied on monitoring virus-induced cytotoxicity as the primary criterion for hit identification. More recently, several generations of reporter systems were developed to assess virus replication, and these provide a quantitative readout and support miniaturization below the level of the 96-well-plate format (29). First-generation reporter assays employed a plasmid-based minigenome luciferase reporter driven by superinfection of transfected cells with influenza virus (30, 31). However, the suitability of this approach for HTS was limited by the labor-intensive transfection of target cells, a narrow range of suitable target cell lines, and a restriction to single-cycle infection at a high multiplicity of infection (MOI) for robust reporter expression, which prevents the discovery of late-acting compounds. Some of these limitations were eliminated by second-generation screens that employed recombinant virions in which one of the viral open reading frames was replaced by a reporter gene (32). Since virus stocks must be generated on stably transfected helper cell lines providing the missing viral protein in trans, however, second-generation assays also demand single-cycle infection or narrow the assay host range to the helper cell line. Recently developed replication-competent third-generation reporter strains integrate the reporter as additional genetic information in one of the viral genome segments (33, 34), which supports multicycle infections and provides target cell flexibility. However, third-generation influenza virus reporter strains have not yet been applied to large-scale HTS campaigns.

We recently developed a novel PDD approach for the identification of myxovirus inhibitors that employs third-generation IAV reporter strain technology. Based on coinfection of cells with independently traceable replication-competent IAV and respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) reporter strains expressing nano and firefly luciferases, respectively, this protocol is designed to simultaneously identify orthomyxovirus-specific, paramyxovirus-specific, and broad-spectrum likely host-directed hit candidates. Full assay validation against a small test set confirmed the suitability of this innovative approach for automated drug discovery (35).

In the present study, we applied the assay to an approximately 142,000-entry open discovery library that covers a diverse spectrum of the drug-like chemical space. Focusing on the IAV-specific primary hit pool, we confirmed candidate compounds through a panel of direct and orthogonal counterscreens and characterized the molecular mechanism of activity (MMOA). This approach yielded three novel and structurally distinct classes of entry inhibitors blocking the IAV hemagglutinin (HA) protein with nanomolar potency. The compounds were subjected to label-free positive target identification, resistance profiling, chemical elaboration, and in silico modeling of a docking pose for structure-aided lead development.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell lines and transfections. Human bronchial epithelial cells (BEAS-2B; ATCC CRL-9609), human embryonic kidney cells (293T; ATCC CRL-3216), Madin-Darby canine kidney cells (MDCK; ATCC CCL-34), baboon kidney cells (BHK-21; ATCC CCL-10) stably expressing T7 polymerase (Bsr T7/5), and African green monkey kidney epithelial cells (Vero; ATCC CCL-81) were maintained at 37°C and 5% CO2 in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) supplemented with 7.5% fetal bovine serum (FBS). Pooled human peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were incubated at 37°C and 5% CO2 in Roswell Park Memorial Institute (RPMI) medium supplemented with 10% FBS, 2 mM glutamine, 1% nonessential amino acids, and 1% sodium pyruvate. Geneexpression (In VitroGen) was used for all transient-transfection reactions.

Viruses. Influenza A/WSN/1933 (H1N1), influenza A/Panama/2007/99 (H3N2), influenza A/Wisconsin/67/2005 (H3N2), influenza A/Wyoming/03/2003 (H3N2), and influenza A/Aichi/2/1968 (H3N2) viruses were propagated in MDCK cells for 2 days at 37°C. Influenza A/Mallard/Potsdam/83 (H2N2) virus was propagated in 10-day-old embryonated chicken eggs for 2 days at 37°C. Influenza viruses were titrated by a standard plaque assay with MDCK cells. Measles virus was propagated in Vero cells for 2 days at 37°C and titrated by determining the tissue culture infective dose (TCID50) for Vero cells. Respiratory syncytial virus was grown in Hep2 cells and titrated by determining the TCID50 for Hep2 cells. Sindbis virus and vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV) were grown in Vero cells and titrated by determining the TCID50 for Vero cells. Vaccinia virus was grown in Vero cells and titrated by plaque assay.

Purification of virus stock. Progeny virions were collected from cell culture supernatants (IAV) or released from infected cells through one freeze-thaw cycle (RSV) and subjected to a clearance step (4,000 rpm for 20 min at 4°C). Virions were diluted in DMEM, purified through a 20%–60% one-step sucrose gradient in TNE buffer (1 mM Tris [pH 7.2], 100 mM NaCl, 10 mM EDTA) (30,000 rpm for 120 min at 4°C), and harvested
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from the gradient intersection. Purified virus stocks were stored in aliquots at −80°C.

Generation of recIAV-NL/09-nanoLuc and recovery of recombinant IAV strains. The recombinant IAV (recIAV) reporter strain IAV-NL/09-nanoLuc (H1N1) was generated using an 8-plasmid influenza virus rescue system (36). recIAV-NL/09-nanoLuc containing a nano luciferase reporter in the PA segment was generated analogously to a previously reported strategy (33). A cassette consisting of an inactivated 3′ PA packaging signal, the nano luciferase open reading frame (ORF) followed by a KDEL-encoding endoplasmic reticulum retention signal, and a copy of the original PA packaging signal flanked by Ansel and Apal restriction sites was synthesized (GeneWiz) and cloned into the original PA segment-containing plasmid. To recover recombinant IAV-NL and IAV-WSN, 293T cells were transfected with the 8-plasmid rescue system, treated with tosylsulfonphenyl phenylalanyl chloromethyl ketone (TPCK)-supplemented trypsin, and overlaid onto MDCK cells after 24 h of incubation at 37°C. Recovered recIAV strains were amplified on MDCK cells, and progeny virus was titrated by utilizing nano luciferase reporter activity or through plaque assay.

Compounds. The screening set was assembled from commercial libraries (ChemBridge [100,000 compounds] and ChemDiv [30,000 compounds]), both curated against chemical structures with undesirable reactivity) and proprietary compound collections from the Emory Institute for Drug Development (EIDD) (1,155 compounds) and Kansas University (11,520 compounds). All compounds were dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) to a concentration of 10 μM and stored at −80°C. The MScreen software package (37) was used for electronic compound management, HTS data storage, and data analysis. To generate a screening set, all compounds were inventoried in MScreen and reformatted into bar-coded 384-well daughter plates by use of a Nimbus96 liquid handler (Hamilton Robotics). Thirty-two wells of each 384-well plate were re-coded 384-well daughter plates by use of a Nimbus96 liquid handler and negative (vehicle) controls, arranged in a checkerboard pattern in the two lateral columns at either side.

Chemical synthesis. Dry solvents for chemical synthesis were obtained under an inert atmosphere in Sure Seal bottles and used without any further drying. Reactions were monitored by thin-layer chromatography on TLC silica gel 60 F254 or by liquid chromatography–mass spectrometry (LC-MS) with UV detection at 254 nm and low-resolution electrospray ionization (ESI). Purification of title compounds was accomplished on a Teledyne ISCO CombiflashRF+ purification system. Products were analyzed by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) analysis on a 400-MHz spectrometer (Varian 400) with deuteriochloroform (CDCl3) solvent, unless otherwise stated. Chemical shifts are reported in parts per million relative to CDCl3, and coupling constants (J) are reported in hertz. Solvents for NMR were CDCl3 (residual shifts of 7.27 for 1H and 77.23 for 13C). The residual shifts were taken as internal references and reported in parts per million. Title compounds were also analyzed by LC-MS with low-resolution ESI or high-resolution mass spectrometry (HRMS) (samples were dissolved in methanol and ionized by picospray, a form of electrospray). Analysis was done on an LTQ-FTMS instrument at a resolution of 100,000.

Automated HTS protocol in 384-well-plate format. BEAS-2B cells (8 × 10^4 cells/well) were injected (30 μl/well) into barcoded white-walled/clear-bottomed 384-well plates by using a MultiFlo automated dispenser (BioTek) equipped with dual 10-μl peristaltic pump manifolds, collected (150 × g for 90 s at 25°C), and incubated for 5 h at 37°C and 5% CO2. Compound was added to a final concentration of 5 μM (20 nl/well) by using a high-density pin tool (V&P Scientific) attached to the pipetting head of the Nimbus liquid handler, followed by coinfection with recRSV-L19F(Δ498E)-fireSMASH (multiplicity of infection [MOI] = 0.1) and recIAV-nanoLuc (MOI = 0.02) at 10 μl/well by use of a MultiFlo dispenser unit, spin collection (150 × g for 90 s at 25°C), and incubation for 40 h at 37°C and 5% CO2. The final vehicle (DMSO) concentration was 0.05%. Barcodes of source and assay plates were automatically detected and recorded by the Nimbus unit at the time of stamping. Using a stacker unit with an integrated barcode reader attached to an H1 synergy plate reader (BioTek), plates were automatically loaded, nano-Glo substrates (10 μl/well [each]) injected, and bioluminescence recorded after 3 min of lag time for each well and substrate. Readouts were automatically saved by plate barcode.

Data normalization and analysis. The MScreen package was employed for automated data analysis. Plate reader raw data files together with source and assay plate barcode maps generated by the Nimbus system were directly imported into the package. Normalized relative inhibition values were calculated for each compound by subtracting each value from the average for the plate vehicle controls, followed by dividing the results by the difference between the means for plate vehicle positive controls. Robust Z-scores were calculated as follows: robust Z-score = [(S - median(Sall))/MAD(Sall)] and MAD(Sall) = 1.4826 × median(|S - median(Sall)|), where S is an individual compound value and Sall are values of all compounds on a screening plate. Hit candidates were defined as compounds showing ≥75% inhibition of normalized signal intensity against either or both viral targets and having robust Z-scores of ≥3.5. The SciFinder database package (American Chemical Society) was used to query a chemical database with hit candidate structures to evaluate known bioactivity.

Dose-response counterscreens. Threefold serial dilutions of cherry-picked hit candidates were prepared as three replicates each in 384-well plates by using a Nimbus liquid handler. BEAS-2B cells (8 × 10^4 cells/well) were plated as described above, serial dilutions transferred using the pin tool, and cells infected with recRSV-L19F(Δ498E)-fireSMASH (MOI = 0.1) and IAV-WSN-nanoLuc (MOI = 0.02) or left uninfected for cell viability assessment. Reporter signals were recorded as outlined above. To determine cell viability, PrestoBlue substrate (Life Technologies) was added after 40 h of incubation of the cells at 37°C (5 μl/well), and the top-read fluorescence (excitation at 560 nm, emission at 590 nm, and instrument gain of 85) was recorded after incubation for 45 min at 37°C by using an H1 Synergy plate reader. Raw data for all dose-response screens were analyzed according to the following formula: % inhibition = (Xbaseline - X-hit)/(Xbaseline - Xmin) × 100, with Xbaseline representing the average for the positive-control wells and Xmin the average for the negative-control wells. Four-parameter variable-slope regression was applied to determine 50% effective (EC50) and cytotoxic (CC50) concentrations.

Assay interference screen. Serial dilutions of cherry-picked hit candidates were tested against a recRSV-nanoLuc strain (MOI = 0.02) generated for the counterscreen and a previously developed recRSV-A2-reilla strain (31, 38). Reporter signals were determined after 24 h (recRSV-nanoLuc) or 48 h (recRSV-A2-reilla) of incubation at 37°C.

Orthogonal counterscreen. BEAS-2B or MDCK cells (1.5 × 10^5 cells/well) were seeded in a 12-well plate and then, at approximately 90% confluence, infected with a dilution of IAV-WSN (MOI = 0.02) in the presence of compound. For some viruses, the medium contained 1.0 μg/ml TPCK-supplemented trypsin. At 36 to 48 h postinfection, culture supernatants were harvested and viral titers determined by standard plaque assay on MDCK cells.

Cytotoxicity assay. MDCK (1.2 × 10^5 cells/well), BSR T7/5 (1.0 × 10^5 cells/well), Hep2 (1.0 × 10^5 cells/well), BEAS-2B (1.0 × 10^5 cells/well), and Vero (1.0 × 10^5 cells/well) cells or stimulated human PBMCs were seeded in a 96-well plate. For stimulation, PBMCs were incubated in RPMI medium with 100 ng/ml phorbol myristate acetate (PMA) and 1 μg/ml ionomycin for 6 h at 37°C prior to seeding into microtiter plates and compound addition. Sixteen wells received positive (cytoxicid) and negative (vehicle) controls. Test compounds were added to the remaining wells in three replicates and serial dilutions ranging from 20.0 to 0.009 μM. To determine cell viability, PrestoBlue substrate (Life Technologies) was added at 10 μl/well after 72 h of incubation of cells at 37°C, followed by incubation for 2 h at 37°C and fluorescence reading (excitation at 560 nm, emission at 590 nm, and instrument gain of 85) using an H1 Synergy plate reader.
Statistical analysis. The Excel and Prism 6 (GraphPad) software packages were used for data analysis. The 50% and 90% effective concentrations (EC50 and EC90) were assessed by four-parameter variable-slope regression modeling. The statistical significance of differences between two sample groups was assessed by two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA; Prism 6) in combination with Sidak’s multiple-comparison posttest as specified in the figure legends. Experimental uncertainties are identified by error bars, which show standard deviations (SD).

Hemolysis inhibition assay. Fresh chicken erythrocytes (red blood cells [RBCs]) were washed thrice with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and resuspended to make a 2% (vol/vol) suspension in PBS that was stored at 4°C until use. Concentrated virus was mixed with the same volume of 2% RBCs in PBS. After incubation of the virus-RBC mixture for 30 min on ice, compound was added. Incubation of the mixture for another 10 min on ice was followed by centrifugation at 3,500 rpm for 5 min, disposal of the supernatant, and resuspension in 200 μL PBS, pH 5.1, containing the compound or a control (DMSO or JMN3-003). To trigger hemolysis, the mixture was incubated for 30 min at 37°C. For removal of intact erythrocytes, samples were centrifuged at 3,500 rpm for 5 min, and then 100 μL of supernatant was transferred to a flat-bottomed 96-well plate and the absorbance at 410 nm determined using an H1 Synergy plate reader.

IAV minigenome assay. For IAV minigenome reporter assays, 293T cells were transfected with 1.0 μg of WSN firefly luciferase reporter plasmid and 0.5 μg each of PB1, PB2, NP, and PA expression plasmids. At 3 h posttransfection, compound was added at the specified concentration range, followed by incubation at 37°C for 30 h, lysis, and assessment of luciferase activity.

Induction of viral resistance. Cells were infected with IAV-WSN-nanoLuc (MOI = 0.02) in the presence of compound at 10× EC50. Viral growth was determined based on luciferase activity, and compound concentrations were increased to a maximum of 20 μM when robust replication was detected. Once the compound-treated virus showed replication activity equal to that of the DMSO-treated control, virus stocks were amplified in the presence of 5 μM compound, total viral RNA extracted, and cDNA copies of the HA segment subjected to sequence analysis. To confirm resistance, individual mutations were rebuilt in the genome plasmid encoding the IAV-WSN HA segment through site-directed mutagenesis. The A/PR/8/34 (H1N1) (PDB 3N24), with a thrombin cleavage site inserted, was used as the template. Short HA fragments were cloned into the pCMV-ER/myc vector by use of GeneJuice transfection reagent. The medium was changed 12 h after transfection and replaced with serum-free DMEM. At 48 h posttransfection, the medium was harvested and buffered using Tris, pH 8.0. Medium containing secreted HA was flowed over Ni-nitrioltriacyclic acid (Ni-NTA) resin. The resin was then washed in buffer containing 20 mM Tris, pH 8, with 250 mM NaCl and 5 mM imidazole. The bound resin was washed with Tris buffer containing 20 mM imidazole. Thrombin (8 U/100 μg HA) was used to elute recombinant HA. Fractions containing purified soluble HA were combined and concentrated to 5 mg/mL. After purification, soluble HA proteins were biotinylated by the addition of 25 μg BirA enzyme/mg total protein in accordance with standard protocols (Avidity). Biotinylated HAs were purified by size-exclusion chromatography (Superdex 200; GE Healthcare) and concentrated to approximately 5 mg/mL.

Label-free compound docking studies using BLI. Binding assays with purified soluble IAV-WSN HA were conducted by biolayer interferometry (BLI) using the Octet Red 96 system (Fortebio). Purified and biotinylated HA protein was coupled to Super Streptavidin (SSA) high-binding biosensors (Fortebio) in PBS. HA-loaded SSA biosensors were then treated with compound, and the concentration of HA was increased by serial dilution of the compound in PBS. Association and dissociation rates were determined by dipping the sensors into PBS in the absence of compound. Reference sensors loaded with biotinylated anti-FLAG antibody (M2; Sigma) were used to control for nonspecific binding. Real-time binding kinetics were analyzed and calculated using the Octet Red software package. Briefly, concentrations of 50 nM to 25.6 μM were used to analyze small-molecule binding. Association of small molecules (k_on) was measured for 80 to 120 s by dipping the sensors into 8 or 9 concentrations of inhibitor in kinetics buffer. Dissociation of small molecules (k_off) was measured for 120 to 180 s in kinetics buffer. Experiments were performed at 30°C with shaking at 1,000 rpm. The ratio of k_on to k_off was used to determine the KD (equilibrium dissociation constant).

Viral growth curves in cultured cells. For one-step growth curves, BEAS-2B cells were infected with the respective IAV-WSN-nanoluc strain (MOI = 3). At the indicated time points postinfection, viral replication was monitored using nano luciferase reporter activity as a surrogate readout. For each strain tested, the number of relative light units (RLUs) at time zero was subtracted from those for all following time points, and all activity values were expressed relative to the maximum signal observed for the standard IAV-WSN-nanoluc strain.

Cell-based fusion assay. BSR T7/5 cells were cotransfected with 1.5 μg expression plasmid DNA encoding the respective HA protein and 0.15 μg...
plasmid DNA encoding enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP). After 24 h, cells were treated with 2.5 μg/ml TPCK-supplemented trypsin for 15 min at 37°C, with subsequent incubation in PBS at the specified pH for 5 min. Cells were neutralized with DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS, and syncytium formation was monitored microscopically after 60 min of incubation at 37°C.

RESULTS

Large-scale HTS campaign using fully replication-competent reporter strains to identify novel myxovirus inhibitors. Using the previously validated dual myxovirus coinfection HTS protocol, we screened a library of over 142,000 compounds that was assembled from different proprietary and commercially available collections and curated against substructures with undesirable properties or known pan-assay interference (PAIN) activity (39). Compounds were tested in 384-well-plate format in single replicates at a final concentration of 5 μM, using human respiratory epithelial BEAS-2B cells as the host cell line, followed by automated dose-response direct and orthogonal counterscreens of hit candidates (Fig. 1A).

To boost the accuracy of hit identification, we employed two independent statistical approaches: the calculation of % inhibition by plate and robust Z-scores. The former relies on independent positive and negative controls present on each plate, whereas the latter is based on the median values obtained for all library entries on each plate and is therefore control independent (40). Only compounds that adhered to the inclusion criteria of both analyses (robust Z-scores of ≥3.5 and ≥75% inhibition) were considered hit candidates and short-listed for counterscreening.
(Fig. 1B). All counterscreens were carried out in a 384-well format, using dose-response assays with a concentration range of 20 to 0.009 μM. A total of 643 influenza virus-specific and broad-spectrum hit candidates were admitted to counterscreening (Fig. 1B, inset). Of 319 candidates with activity against both myxovirus reporter strains in primary screening, 126 failed at the cytotoxicity counterscreening stage. In contrast, only 28 of the 324 IAV-specific hit candidates failed toxicity testing. Overall, 40 IAV-specific compounds and 2 broad-spectrum candidates passed all counterscreens, corresponding to a hit rate of approximately 0.03%.

Based on their performances in the primary screen and the panel of subsequent counterscreens (Fig. 2A), we selected three chemically distinct scaffolds for further evaluation in this study. Orthogonal efficacy testing of resynthesized compounds against the standard influenza A/WSN/1933 (H1N1) virus (IAV-WSN), using the virus yield determined by plaque assay as a readout, confirmed the potent inhibition of virus replication, with EC₅₀S ranging from 0.17 to 0.38 μM (Fig. 2B and Table 1). Inhibition was not restricted to the laboratory-adapted IAV-WSN strain, since a luciferase-expressing reporter strain that we generated based on the influenza A/Netherlands/602/2009 (H1N1) virus isolate (IAV-NL-nanoLuc) was blocked at an efficiency similar to that with IAV-WSN-nanoLuc (Fig. 2B and Table 1). Cytotoxicity tests on different established cell lines and stimulated human PBMCs returned robust selectivity indices (SI = CC₅₀/EC₅₀), exceeding 500, 1,100, and 3,300, for the three hit classes (Fig. 2B and Table 2). IAV strains can be divided into group 1 and group 2 subtypes (41). Of the subtypes associated with past pandemics, two (H1N1 and H2N2) belong to group 1, whereas the third (H3N2) is part of group 2. When we tested the hit compounds against representatives of different subtypes, we noted that antiviral activity of GRP-103594 and GRP-115249 was restricted to H1N1 strains, whereas GRP-71271 was also active against an H2N2 test strain (Table 1). None of the compounds blocked group 2 IAV strains or a viral panel representing unrelated negative- and positive-strand RNA and DNA viruses (Table 1).

**Mechanistic characterization of confirmed hits.** To gain insight into the MMOA of the three hit classes, we employed time-of-addition (ToA) studies using IAV-WSN-nanoLuc as the target strain. Pretreatment of either the virus inoculum or the host cells...
followed by compound washout demonstrated that none of the hits had virucidal activity or induced a host cell antiviral state (Fig. 3A and B). Virion absorption to target cells was likewise unaffected by the presence of compound (Fig. 3C). While compound addition at the time of infection resulted in efficient inhibition, antiviral potency rapidly decreased when compounds were added at different times postinfection (Fig. 3D). These ToA profiles are characteristic for viral entry inhibitors and starkly different from those obtained for compound JMN3-003, a blocker of influenza virus RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) activity that we previously developed (42, 43) and included in this experiment for reference. Likewise in contrast to JMN3-003, all three hit classes lacked inhibitory activity in a plasmid-based, IAV-WSN-derived minireplicon reporter assay (Fig. 3E). However, we noted dose-dependent inhibition of IAV-WSN-mediated hemolysis by each of the hit compounds (Fig. 3F) and efficient suppression of cell-to-cell fusion induced by transiently expressed IAV-WSN HA (Fig. 3G).

Taken together, these results confirm the identification of three chemically novel IAV entry inhibitor classes. The IAV-specific indication profile and efficient attachment of virions to target cells in the presence of each of the hits indicates that these compounds do not block receptor binding or endocytotic virion uptake but rather interfere with HA protein expression or membrane fusion activity.

**Target identification through biolayer interferometry (BLI).** To test whether the hit compounds interfere with HA protein synthesis or intracellular transport, we transiently expressed plasmid-encoded IAV-WSN HA in the presence of compounds or vehicle (equivalent volume of DMSO) and examined plasma membrane steady-state levels by using cell surface biotinylation and precipitation with immobilized streptavidin. As an internal standard, the cellular transferrin receptor was immunodetected in parallel with the HA protein on Western blots (Fig. 4A). Densitometric quantitation of the HA signals demonstrated that none of the tested compounds significantly affected HA surface levels, suggesting direct docking to HA and interference with HA fusion activity.

Based on these results, we employed label-free BLI to explore positive target identification. We generated and expressed a soluble, foldon-stabilized form of the IAV-WSN-derived HA ectodomain (soIHA) (Fig. 4B) and subjected purified soIHA to specific *in vitro* biotinylation of a carboxy-terminally inserted Avitag (44). The resulting biotinylated soIHA trimers were bound to streptavidin-coated sensors and exposed to different concentrations of each of the three hit compounds or a biologically inactive chemical analog of GRP-71271. We noted dose-dependent docking of all three hit compounds, with the high on- and off-rate profiles characteristic of small-molecule binding (Fig. 4C). In contrast, the inactive analog did not bind to the sensors, confirming the specificity of the assay. Regression modeling returned affinity constants ($K_d$) ranging from 0.54 to 1.8 μM, with an acceptable goodness of curve fit ($R^2$ ≥ 0.84) which is within an approximately 2- to 5-fold range of the corresponding EC_{50}^S and thus in good agreement with the measured bioactivities of the different compounds. These

### Table 1: Active concentrations of selected hit compounds against different viral targets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Viral target</th>
<th>GRP-71271</th>
<th>GRP-103594</th>
<th>GRP-115249</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IAV-WSN (H1N1)</td>
<td>0.17 (0.11–0.25)</td>
<td>0.28 (0.15–0.51)</td>
<td>0.38 (0.36–0.39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAV-WSN-nanoLuc (H1N1)</td>
<td>0.05 (0.03–0.08)</td>
<td>0.02 (0.01–0.04)</td>
<td>0.06 (0.04–0.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAV-NL-nanoLuc (H1N1)</td>
<td>0.20 (0.15–0.27)</td>
<td>0.09 (0.05–0.16)</td>
<td>0.03 (0.01–0.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/Mallard/Potsdam/83 (H2N2)</td>
<td>&gt;20^a</td>
<td>&gt;10^a</td>
<td>&gt;10^a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/Panama/2007/99 (H3N2)</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/Wisconsin/67/2005 (H3N2)</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/Wyoming/03/2003 (H3N2)</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/Aichi/2/68 (H3N2)</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measles virus</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory syncytial virus</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sindbis virus</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaccinia virus</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vesicular stomatitis virus</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^a Values represent three independent repeats and were calculated through four-parameter variable-slope regression modeling. Values in parentheses specify 95% confidence intervals.  
^b Data are based on plaque titers.  
^c Data are based on relative RUUs.  
^d The highest concentration assessed was 20 μM.  
^e The highest concentration assessed was 10 μM.  
^f Data are based on TCID_{50} values.  
^g For IAVs, the CC_{50} value as assessed on BEAS-2B cells was >100 μM (the highest concentration assessed was 100 μM) for all three compounds, and the SI values were >500, >1,100, and >3,300 for GRP-71271, GRP-103594, and GRP-115249, respectively.

### Table 2: Cytotoxicity testing of selected compounds against target cell lines or pooled, stimulated human PBMCs from healthy donors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target cells</th>
<th>GRP-71271</th>
<th>GRP-103594</th>
<th>GRP-115249</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MDCK</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEAS-2B</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vero</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSR T7/5</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hep2</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stimulated human PBMCs</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^a The highest concentration assessed was 100 μM. ND, not determined.
FIG 3 Mechanistic characterization of selected hits. (A to C) Pretreatment of virus or cells with compounds. IAV-WSN-nanoLuc (A) or BEAS-2B cells (B) were preincubated with 10 μM compound for 2 h, or the virus was adsorbed to cells for 2 h at 4°C in the presence of compound (C). After compound removal and, for panels A and B, infection of cells, luciferase activity was determined after incubation at 37°C for 30 h. Bars represent averages for three independent experiments and SD; one-way ANOVA with Sidak’s multiple-comparison posttest was used for statistical analysis (ns, not significant [P ≥ 0.05]). (D) Time-of-addition study. Compounds (10 μM final concentration) or an equivalent volume of vehicle (DMSO) was added at the specified times postinfection to BEAS-2B cells infected with IAV-WSN-nanoLuc. Luciferase activities in all samples were determined after incubation at 37°C for 20 h. Values represent averages for three independent experiments ± SD. (E) IAV-WSN-based minigenome assay. 293T cells transiently expressing IAV-WSN NA, NP, PB1, and PB2 proteins and transfected with an IAV-WSN-based minigenome reporter containing firefly luciferase (31) were incubated in the presence of different compound concentrations or an equivalent volume of vehicle (DMSO). Luciferase activity was determined after incubation at 37°C for 36 h. Values represent averages for three independent experiments ± SD. (F) Hemolysis inhibition assay. Chicken red blood cells were mixed with purified IAV-WSN and compounds or an equivalent volume of vehicle (DMSO), subjected to pH 5.1, and incubated for 30 min at 37°C. The absorbance of released hemoglobin was measured at 410 nm and corrected for baseline signals of equally treated but mock-infected cells. Values represent averages for three independent experiments ± SD. (G) Cell-to-cell fusion assay. BSR T7/5 cells were transfected with expression plasmids encoding IAV-WSN HA or EGFP at a relative ratio of 10:1, followed by trypsin treatment and exposure to pH 5.1 for 5 min at 37°C in the presence of 10 μM compound or an equivalent volume of vehicle (DMSO). Syncytium formation was assessed microscopically after 30 min of incubation at 37°C. Representative fields of view are shown. Magnification, ×100.

results demonstrate specific and direct binding of each of the hit compounds to the HA protein.

Viral adaptation for resistance profiling. To complement in vitro binding with bioactivity-driven target identification and to gain the first insight into the nature of the candidate target microdomains, we induced resistance to each of the hit classes through passaging of the IAV-WSN-nanoLuc reporter strain in the presence of gradually increasing compound concentrations, starting with 10× EC50 during the first passage. Viruses were subjected to reverse transcription-PCR (RT-PCR) and sequencing of the HA genome segment when efficient replication was detected. Localization of the altered residues in a structural model of IAV-WSN HA in prefusion conformation positioned the mutations in three spatial clusters: a membrane-proximal region near the base of the HA stalk, within or near the membrane-distal section of the HA stalk, and at the base of the HA head domain (Fig. 5A). One substitution, I257T, which emerged in the HA with three point mutations, was located outside these clusters, near the top of the HA head domain.

Reinsertion of either of the mutations that emerged in isolation, i.e., HA2 K58Q or HA2 F110L, into IAV-WSN HA and recovery of the corresponding recombinant viruses resulted in complete resistance of the recombinants to the compound used for adaptation and full cross-resistance to the other two compound classes (Fig. 5B and C and Table 3). Two recent studies reported that resistance to two structurally unrelated IAV H1N1 entry inhibitors is mediated by an HA2 M59I or M59L mutation (45, 46). We therefore generated recombinant IAV-WSN HA2-M59I and
found that mutation of residue 59 also resulted in broad cross-resistance to our three hit classes (Table 3), suggesting that resistances mediated by mutations at residues 58 and 59 use a common mechanism.

In contrast to the adapted strains with single substitutions in HA, none of the several changes identified in the HA proteins of the remaining two adapted strains conferred robust escape from any of the compounds when rebuilt individually into recombinant IAV-WSN (Fig. 5D and E). However, we found that combinations of two point mutations, i.e., HA1 V323I/HA2 T156A and HA2 D85N/HA2 N154S, which were identified in viruses resistant to GRP-71271 and GRP-115249, respectively, cooperatively mediated high-level resistance (Fig. 5D and E and Table 3). As noted for the individual escape mutations K58Q and F110L, the two sets of combination mutations also mediated escape from inhibition by each of the three compound classes. Addition of the I257T mutation in the HA head to the V323I/T156A mutant, thus fully rebuilding the HA variant with the triple mutation, did not result in noticeably more pronounced resistance.

These results demonstrate that all three hit classes belong to a single cross-resistance group despite their high chemical diversity. Resistance mutations located in the HA2 B-loop domain were previously reported for at least six structurally unrelated classes of small-molecule IAV entry inhibitors (43–47). Remarkably, our
adaptations reveal alternative, cooperative escape strategies mediated by substitutions located in distinct domains of the protein. Cooperative resistance is a known phenomenon exemplified, for instance, by HIV escape from antiretrovirals (48). However, interdependent escape mutations located in distal regions of the native influenza virus HA protein, as identified in our study, are unusual and highlight the possibility that mechanistically distinct avenues may be available for IAV escape from entry inhibitors.

FIG 5 Resistance profiling. (A) Ribbon model of the prefusion HA trimer (left) and linear schematic of the protein organization (right). HA1 is shown in blue, HA2 is shown in green, and individual domains in HA2 are highlighted. FP, fusion peptide; SH, small α-helix; LH, large α-helix; TM, transmembrane domain. The position of the most membrane-proximal HA stalk N-glycan is shown in the structural model for one monomer only. The positions of the disulfide bridge linking both HA subunits (S-S; black line) and of previously reported resistance mutations of structurally different HA fusion inhibitors (gray lines) are marked. (B to E) Activity testing of recombinant IAV-WSN strains harboring reintroduced specific HA mutations against all three hit compound classes. Luciferase activity was calculated at 40 h postinfection; values represent averages for three independent experiments ± SD. Where justified, four-parameter variable-slope regression modeling was applied to calculate inhibitory concentrations (summarized in Table 3). Mutations that emerged in isolation were tested individually (B and C), and mutations found together were rebuilt individually and in combination (D and E). The gray line in each graph represents reference testing of GRP-71271 against the standard IAV-WSN-nanoLuc strain.
Cooperative resistance depends on elimination of an HA stalk N-linked glycan. Three universally conserved N-linked glycans exist in the IAV HA stem domain (49). We noted that the N154S and T156A mutations, which appeared in the virions with double and triple HA mutations, respectively, are both predicted to eliminate the most membrane proximal of these sites, which is reportedly the only one of these carbohydrates that can be removed without major penalties for HA bioactivity and virus replication in cell culture (49).

Transient expression of all reengineered mutant HAs followed by cell surface biotinylation and immunodetection of HA after Western blotting demonstrated that plasma membrane steady-state levels of all HA mutants were equivalent to that of standard HA. However, HA proteins carrying either the N154S or T156A substitution showed altered electrophoretic mobility compared to the other HA variants examined (Fig. 6A). Enzymatic removal of complex carbohydrates from precipitated surface proteins by use of PNGase F restored a comparable mobility of the HA mutants in the gel (Fig. 6B), confirming that HA proteins harboring the N154S or T156A substitution indeed lack the membrane-proximal stalk glycan.

The N154S and T156A substitutions emerged in context with cooperative mutations in distinct HA subunits, i.e., D85N in HA2 and V323I in HA1, respectively. Only the combinations resulted in viral escape, raising the question of whether the resistance mechanisms are distinct and tied to the individual substitution pairs or whether the N154S and T156A mutations contribute to cooperative resistance solely through elimination of the N-glycan.

To differentiate between these alternatives, we generated HA mutants with the artificial alternative combinations HA1 V323I/HA2 N154S and HA2 D85N/HA2 T156A in the recombinant IAV-WSN background. Dose-response testing against the three hit compounds revealed that both double mutants mediated robust escape from inhibition (Fig. 6C) that was comparable to the level of resistance observed previously for the native combinations (Table 3).

While the membrane-proximal stalk glycan is not essential for HA bioactivity, we asked whether the combination of glycan deletions with either the HA1 V323I or HA2 D85N mutation alters the trigger pH for HA refolding. We exposed cells transiently expressing the different HA mutants to different pH conditions, ranging from 5.1 to 5.7, and examined HA-mediated giant cells (syncytia) in a cell-to-cell fusion assay. Standard HA induced appreciable syncytia when cells were exposed to pH 5.3 to 5.4, while the HA K58Q and F110L substitutions slightly lowered the trigger pH, to 5.2 (Fig. 7). In contrast, all HA double mutants lacking the stalk glycan induced syncytia after incubation of cells at pH 5.6, indicating a reduced conformational stability of the metastable prefusion trimer.

To assess the relative fitness of the resistant strains in cell culture, we assessed the replication dynamics of the panel of recombinants, including the IAV-WSN HA2-M59I mutant. Of the four resistant strains with different combinations of cooperative double mutations, those harboring the HA2 N154S mutation displayed slight reductions in growth rates and replication success, whereas replication profiles of the pairs containing the T156A exchange matched that of standard IAV-WSN (Fig. 6D). For the strains with individual resistance mutations, the IAV-WSN F110L growth curve was likewise equivalent to that of standard IAV-WSN, while the strains with mutations at HA2 residues (K58Q or M59I) were the most replication impaired.

Taken together, these findings demonstrate that cooperative HA resistance is based on elimination of the membrane-proximal stalk glycan combined with a mutation located near the base of the HA head domain. Lowering the conformational stability of prefusion HA by this combination emerges as a common denominator for cooperative resistance. The precise nature of the second mutation destroying the glycosylation motif is irrelevant for resistance but can influence viral fitness through effects unrelated to N-glycan elimination.

Two distinct mechanisms of IAV resistance to entry inhibitors. The different trigger pH ranges of HA proteins harboring cooperative and single escape mutations suggest that there are different underlying mechanisms of resistance. With the aim of extracting a candidate docking pose of the compounds, we expressed and purified two soluble HAs with signature mutations of the different escape classes; to facilitate comparison with previous studies (45–47), the HA2 M59I substitution was chosen to represent the cluster of single escape mutations located in proximity to the membrane-distal stalk section, and the HA2 D85N/HA2 T156A combination was selected as a signature pair for cooperative resistance.

When HA was subjected to BLI-based monitoring of compound docking, $K_D$ values for the two hit compounds used in this assay (GRP-71271 and GRP-115249) were approximately 2 orders of magnitude higher for the HA target with the M59I mutation (Fig. 8A) than for standard HA (Fig. 4C), indicating impaired compound binding. In contrast, $K_D$ values for these compounds against the HA D85N/T156A double mutant (Fig. 8B) were within a $\pm 25$-fold range of those obtained earlier for standard HA, demonstrating essentially unaffected compound docking for the double mutant. These data suggest that residues located near the membrane-distal stalk section comprising HA2 residues M59 and K58 may be part of the primary target site for all entry inhibitor classes, while cooperative resistance appears to be based on a secondary mechanism and the residues at resistance sites do not directly participate in compound binding.

To test this hypothesis, we subjected the compounds to in silico
docking simulations, using an induced-fit model with prefusion influenza A/Puerto Rico/8/1934 (H1N1) virus HA (PDB entry 1RU7) as a target for all bioactive scaffolds identified. When we ranked hypothetical docking poses by affinity score, a single target pocket was predicted consistently and scored highest for all three compound classes (Fig. 8C). The lateral sides of this pocket are formed by two short sequences of HA1 (residues 277 to 280 and 314 to 319), a section of the helical prefusion stalk, and residues of the HA2 B-loop domain, whereas the top section is covered by HA1 residues 121 to 125 and residues 74 to 79 of the B loop. The prominent candidate mediators of primary resistance, HA2 residues 58 and 59, are positioned in close proximity to this pocket and predicted to affect its spatial geometry. Due to the pocket location between two HA monomers, compounds populating this microdomain may prevent membrane fusion by stabilizing the HA prefusion conformation.

All reported group 1 IAV entry inhibitors are proposed to bind in or near this microdomain (45–47), but predicted docking poses and the nature of key points of contact are unique for each scaffold, as illustrated by two-dimensional (2D) transformations that we generated for the docking poses of the three GRP hit scaffolds (Fig. 8D). The predicted pocket is lined by several hydrophobic...
surfaces, but some exposed side chains are available for H-bonding and electrostatic interactions. Very favorable docking with minimal surface exposure and a tight and uninterrupted contour plot was obtained for GRP-71271. In addition, HA1 K308 is predicted to act as a side chain donor to anchor the central ring system of GRP-71271 in the site. In contrast, GRP-103594 and GRP-115249 are left slightly more exposed, but docking is stabilized through additional hydrogen bonding and π-interactions, respectively.

To explore the predictive capacity of the model and refine the docking pose, we docked the three hit compounds into a structural model of influenza A/chicken/Potsdam/4705/1984 (H2N2) virus HA and synthesized (see Supplemental Information S1 in the supplemental material) a focused library of GRP-71271 analogs (Table 4) that were subjected in parallel to both biotesting and in silico docking. When the compounds were tested against the H2N2-derived HA, only compound GRP-71271 returned a favorable docking pose, while compounds GRP-103594 and GRP-115249 were sterically unable to populate the candidate target microdomain (Fig. 9). All of the bioactive GRP-71271 analogs identified could be docked in the predicted target site—albeit less favorably than GRP-71271, consistent with the measured actual decrease in inhibitory activity (Fig. 10)—whereas inactive analogs either failed to populate this microdomain (Table 4) or were predicted to violate docking constraints established by the GRP-71271 pose. Taken together, the predicted effects of both target
FIG 8 Assessment of the compound docking pose. (A and B) BLI analysis of GRP-71271 and GRP-115249 binding to mutated, purified soluble IAV-WSN HA proteins immobilized on high-density streptavidin-coated sensors. Association and dissociation curves for different concentrations are shown. Lines represent regression modeling, and numbers represent dissociation values ($K_d$) and the goodness of fit of the underlying regression model ($R^2$). (C) Structural model of a candidate docking pose for GRP-71271. Coloring of the ribbon model and resistance mutations (shown as solid spheres) is the same as that in Fig. 5A. The inset shows a closeup view of the predicted target site, engaging residues of both the B loop and the central $\alpha$-helices. (D) 2D transformations of the predicted docking poses of the three hit compounds. All three classes dock preferentially into the microdomain highlighted in panel C, but the nature of predicted interactions and the individual residues engaged are distinct for each pose.
TABLE 4 Efficacy testing of 14 chemical analogs of GRP-71271 against IAV-WSN-nanoLuc<sup>a</sup>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Group at position</th>
<th>EC&lt;sub&gt;50&lt;/sub&gt; (µM)&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>CC&lt;sub&gt;50&lt;/sub&gt; (µM)&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Docking prediction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GRP-71271 H F N Me</td>
<td>R&lt;sup&gt;1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Me</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRP-71271-1 F H CH H</td>
<td>R&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRP-71271-2 OMe H CH H</td>
<td>R&lt;sup&gt;3&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRP-71271-3 F H N F</td>
<td>R&lt;sup&gt;4&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRP-71271-4 H F CH H</td>
<td>R&lt;sup&gt;5&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRP-71271-5 H F N H</td>
<td>R&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRP-71271-6 F H N H</td>
<td>R&lt;sup&gt;7&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRP-71271-7 H F N F</td>
<td>R&lt;sup&gt;8&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> Values represent three independent repeats and were calculated through four-parameter variable-slope regression modeling.

<sup>b</sup> For the values in the top half of the table, the highest concentration assessed was 10 µM; for those in the bottom half of the table, the highest concentration assessed was 50 µM.
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and ligand variations on the docking poses emerged as remarkably consistent with our experimental results obtained for hit compound testing against avian IAV H2N2 and screening of GRP-71271 analogs against IAV-WSN, recommending the docking model as a tangible starting platform for structure-aided development of the GRP-71271 class.

DISCUSSION

Two innovations characterize the drug discovery approach implemented in this study; they are the application of a fully replication-competent IAV reporter strain to a large-scale HTS campaign and the combination of two clinically relevant representatives of the myxovirus families for the simultaneous identification of hit candidates with distinct inhibitory profiles. This first application of the myxovirus coinfection protocol to a large-scale HTS campaign and a recombinant based on an isolate of the 2009 pandemic. Mechanistic characterization demonstrated that each of these hits blocks viral membrane fusion, suggesting binding to the viral HA protein. We confirmed this notion through both biochemical and virological identification of the HA protein as the molecular target, using label-free BLI and resistance profiling.

We therefore focused this study on three chemically distinct hit compounds that specifically inhibited influenza virus, with active concentrations in the nanomolar range against the attenuated IAV-WSN screening strain and a recombinant based on an isolate of the 2009 pandemic. Mechanistic characterization demonstrated that each of these hits blocks viral membrane fusion, suggesting binding to the viral HA protein. We confirmed this notion through both biochemical and virological identification of the HA protein as the molecular target, using label-free BLI and resistance profiling.

Small-molecule viral entry inhibitors have proven efficacious against different viral targets in clinical and preclinical settings. In the past few decades, a number of influenza virus fusion blockers were described that originated from structure-
Aided drug discovery or screening campaigns (53–58). Recently, in three screening campaigns, six different compounds were identified that all block entry of group 1 IAVs (45–47), supposedly through interaction with the same target pocket as that suggested by our docking exercises. One of these studies employed a lentivirus vector system pseudotyped with IAV HA, limiting the hit pool to inhibitors of IAV entry (47), but the other two campaigns were open by design, assessing either IAV-induced cytopathicity as a readout (46) or using a second-generation IAV reporter system (45). Considering the two open screens only combined with our study employing a third-generation reporter strain, over 1,100,000 drug-like compounds have been used to interrogate potential druggable targets of IAVs.

Notably, IAV entry inhibitors have emerged as the predominant inhibitor class in these campaigns; five compounds were reported previously, in addition to the three scaffolds identified in our study. Of the five compounds discovered previously, two (MBX 2546 and FA-617 [46, 47]) are direct analogs of each other, and another (45) is chemically related, resulting in a total of six truly independent chemical scaffolds. Despite their chemical diversity, the antiviral profiles of these six compound classes are remarkably similar: the indication spectrum of each is limited to group 1 IAVs, all are sensitive to resistance mutations at B-loop position 58 or 59, and all are predicted to populate the same pocket near the membrane-distal end of the prefusion HA stalk.

These results spotlight an interesting dominance of the HA protein as the target for small-molecule group 1 IAV inhibitors identified in open screening campaigns. The available previous in silico docking exercises are typically backed up by resistance testing (46) and, in some cases, BLI binding studies and/or NMR analysis (45). If the resulting predictions are accurate, then potent small-molecule HA inhibition furthermore emerges as being governed by a single target site for compound binding that can be engaged productively by diverse chemical structures through different docking poses.

Support for this hypothesis of chemodominance comes from two directions. First, independently identified entry blockers of group 2 IAV entry (53) were found in cocrystal structures to dock

**FIG 9** 2D transformations of predicted docking poses of the three hit classes for the influenza A/chicken/Potsdam/4705/1984 (H2N2) virus (PDB entry 2WRF)-derived HA protein. Blue markings highlight solvent-exposed areas of GRP-71271, GRP-103594 and GRP-115249 were force docked in silico into the candidate binding domain, but moieties highlighted in red stand in steric violation to the side chains lining the pocket.
FIG 10 2D transformations of predicted docking poses of GRP-71271 analogs to A/Puerto Rico/8/1934 (H1N1) HA (PDB entry 1RU7) with EC_{50} values of ≤10 μM in biotesting. Analogs are predicted to populate the candidate target site, but interrupted contour plots and large solvent-exposed substructures indicate less favorable docking than that predicted for GRP-71271.

into a defined pocket in the HA stalk domain that is located in proximity to that targeted by group 1 inhibitors (59). Second, a bias toward interaction of small-molecule screening hits with viral glycoproteins and the presence of a single predominant target site is not entirely unprecedented for small-molecule drug screens against myxovirus family members. A number of anti-RSV HTS campaigns were conducted in recent years that likewise yielded entry inhibitors at a high frequency (60). The molecular target site of these chemically diverse compound classes was originally discussed controversially. However, recent mapping of resistance mutations (61) and cocrystallization of structurally different inhibitor classes with the RSV fusion (F) protein (62) spotlighted a defined microdomain located at the base of the prefusion RSV F protein head domain as the common docking site. Analogous to our prediction for the different HA inhibitor classes, all RSV compounds tested engage the same F microdomain, but different avenues exist to productively populate the target (60, 62, 63).

Viral resistance against current therapeutics constitutes a major driving force for the development of novel influenza virus inhibitors; clinical use of the adamantanes is no longer advised, and preexisting resistance increasingly compromises the neuraminidase inhibitors (11, 22). Resistance profiles should therefore be considered early during development of novel drug candidates. Our findings revealed two distinct mechanisms of viral escape from the entry inhibitor classes identified in this study. A mutation in the HA2 B-loop domain reduced the binding affinity of the
compounds for HA by approximately 1 order of magnitude, suggesting a primary resistance mechanism. B-loop residues may be part of the primary compound binding site or may sterically control compound access to the target. While our resistance mapping yielded a substitution at position 58, previous adaptations against structurally different entry inhibitors identified the neighboring residue 59 as a resistance hot spot (45, 46). Since the M59I exchange resulted in robust cross-resistance to our scaffolds, both mutations very likely mediate resistance through equivalent mechanisms. Whereas in silico docking positions HA2 residues 58 and 59 in close proximity to the predicted target site, the second single escape mutation, HA2 F110L, is positioned in the central section of the triple helix prefusion HA stalk, considerably distal from the postulated compound binding pocket. We certainly cannot exclude alternative binding poses not anticipated by in silico docking. However, phenylalanine residues stabilize helix-helix interactions, as demonstrated, for instance, for the conserved HA2 B-loop phenylalanines 63 and 70, which function as a conformational lock at the trimer interface in the postfusion HA structure (64–66). As an alternative to a secondary resistance mechanism, it is therefore conceivable that the F110L exchange induces a spatial distortion of the target pocket through a long-range mechanism.

In contrast to the effect of the B-loop substitutions, elimination of the most membrane-proximal N-linked glycan in the HA stalk combined with either an HA1 V323I or HA2 D85N exchange resulted in a cooperative resistance that is rarely experienced with small-molecule entry inhibitors. We propose that cooperative resistance is mediated by a secondary escape mechanism, based on several observations, as follows: stericly, a small molecule cannot engage both mutation sites simultaneously; the compound binding affinity for an HA protein with a cooperative double mutation was virtually identical to that for standard HA; and the cooperative double mutations raised the HA trigger pH, indicating a reduced conformational stability of the mutant prefusion HA trimer. Interestingly, different escape mechanisms also seem to be responsible for RSV pan-resistance to all entry inhibitor classes that were profiled in regard to resistance (60–62). In the case of RSV, however, secondary resistance does not depend on cooperative mutations; rather, the actual nature of amino acid substitutions at the same position controls the mechanism of escape.

Of the resistance hot spots identified in HA, the prominent B-loop mutations K58Q and M59I severely impaired viral growth in cell culture, suggesting that they may compromise viral fitness in vivo. It was also shown in a previous study that, in contrast to the other two HA stalk glycans, the N-glycan at HA2 N154 can be eliminated without major penalties for the virus in tissue culture (49). However, since the N154 glycan is conserved in circulating strains, we anticipate that loss of this glycosylation site will likely coincide with reduced viral fitness in the field. The HA2 F110L mutation did not result in reduced growth rates in cell culture, and group 2 IAV strains with mutations of HA2 positions 109 and 112 show resistance to amantadine (67). Assessments of the pathogenicity and transmission success of viruses carrying the F110L mutation will clarify whether this route of escape may lead to a reduction in overall viral fitness.

Group specificity naturally reduces the developmental potential of an IAV hit candidate. However, the GRP-71271 influenza virus entry inhibitor class, for instance, offsets this limitation with an otherwise attractive hit profile that is characterized by a high starting potency, a very low cytotoxicity (and thus high original SI values), and a chemical scaffold that is free of immediate structural liabilities and amenable to synthetic modification, as demonstrated by the nascent structure-activity relationship developed in this study. It is unlikely that the group specificity of this compound or any other of the entry inhibitor classes can be overcome synthetically, but combination with an equally potent entry inhibitor with a different group specificity may outline a path forward toward clinical use for a promising but currently underexplored type of influenza therapeutics.
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